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Monash Health

0

14

12

Peninsula Health

5
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Eastern Health

1
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1

Alfred Health
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1

Sunshine Coast

1
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0

0

0

Royal Prince Alfred

0

0

0
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8
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-
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Fabulous February!
What a month of celebrations we’ve had at ReCAPS HQ:
1. Eastern Health, Alfred Health and Sunshine Coast Hospital each
recruited their first Phase III ReCAPS participant
2.

Sunshine Coast team had their site initiation visit 18.02.2020

3.

Wollongong Hospital has joined the ReCAPS Collaborative—Please
join us in warmly welcoming Toni Wonson as Site PI

4.

Royal Adelaide Hospital received their SSA approval 25.02.2020

Suzzie McGufficke and
Sarah Dennien,
Sunshine Coast, with
their first ReCAPS
participant, who very
kindly agreed to permit
us to use his photo

Outstanding performances:
The team at Peninsula Health exceeding their target to recruit 5 participants in
February. Well done team for an amazing effort from Marie Matanas and Tash Bonanno
again this month.
Claire Buchanan, Eastern Health, also deserves a special mention this week for her tenacity
pursuing her first participant. Following introduction to the study the participant had
indicated his interest but the hospital were awaiting confirmation of stroke diagnosis. He
was discharged earlier than expected outside of research hours, but Claire followed him up
over the phone and invited the participant and his wife back to clinic to finalise their
consent and complete the baseline assessments a week later. A commendable effort!
We really need this level of determination to reach our 890 sample size.

Reminder about data quality:
Our data manager, Garveeta Sookram, remotely monitors data quality shortly after participant
recruitment to look for illogical and/or missing data.
You may notice that shortly after you have completed your baseline data entry that the icon
colour on the participants forms on the dashboard change from yellow to either green or red.
Forms with GREEN icons mean that remote monitoring is complete and Garveeta has no queries
for you.
Forms with RED icons indicate there is an issue on that form which needs attention, which you
can address by hitting “Resolve Issues” in the left menu panel.
For more details on how to resolve data queries please refer to Chapter 6, Section 6, Pages 62-66
(Data Quality and Resolve Issues) of the procedure manual which you can find in the Procedure
Manual Folder at your hospital AND on the study iPAD in the files application under Phase III
Procedure Manual. Thank you for your support in maintaining high quality data throughout the
trial.
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Recruiter of the Month

Peninsula Health
Marie Matanas
Natasha Bonanno

